Sage Clarity, a leader in next generation manufacturing
enterprise solutions, announces a new strategic partnership
with global manufacturing and quality intelligence solution
vendor InfinityQS.
Sage Clarity, a leader in Next Generation Manufacturing Enterprise solutions, announces a new
strategic partnership with Global Manufacturing and Quality Intelligence Solution vendor InfinityQS.

As part of its vision of enabling enterprise manufacturers, Sage Clarity provides leading edge
manufacturing solutions to enable the hyper information workforce of the future. Sage Clarity is
focused on the tools and technologies that enable better decision making in manufacturing. Sage
Clarity combines best of breed manufacturing applications with rich data visualisation to enhance
supply chain performance. This coupled with its experienced manufacturing consultants lends
Clarity and Insight to manufacturing operations.

As part of that commitment, Sage Clarity has formed a new strategic channel partnership with
InfinityQS to provide the InfinityQS Enact cloud-based manufacturing and quality intelligence
solution as part of its core offering.
John Oskin, CEO of Sage Clarity commented: “While we have had a successful relationship with
InfinityQS to date, the new strategic partnership that we are announcing today will enable us to
embed the Enact solution firmly within our solution portfolio. We believe that Enact truly represents
the next generation of quality intelligence and fits our vision well. Our increased collaboration and
alignment will enable us to drive customer transformation and success more fully and quickly.”

Jason Chester, Director of Channel Programs for InfinityQS commented on the announcement:
“Our award winning Enact solution is a true game changer in the manufacturing industry and a core
component in the digital transformation of the shop floor. However, such a fundamental industrial
transition is a complex process and involves a large number of interconnected technologies,
processes and services. Its success is therefore dependent on the excellent work that
organisations, such as Sage Clarity produce for their clients, enabling them to bring all of these

elements together through the critical planning, transition and solution delivery services that they
provide.”

-ENDSAbout Sage Clarity
Sage Clarity is a privately held company founded in 2011, headquartered in Chicago, Illinois. Sage
Clarity combines best of breed manufacturing applications with rich data visualization to enhance
supply chain performance. This coupled with their experienced manufacturing consultants lends
Clarity and Insight to manufacturing operations. For more info, visit: sageclarity.com
About InfinityQS International, Inc.
InfinityQS® International, Inc. is the global authority on data-driven manufacturing quality. The
company’s Quality Intelligence solutions—Enact® and ProFicient™—deliver unparalleled visibility
and strategic insight across the enterprise, from the shop floor to the boardroom, enabling
manufacturers to re-imagine quality and transform it from a problem into a competitive advantage.
Powered by centralized statistical process control (SPC) analytics, InfinityQS solutions provide
operational insight to enable global manufacturers to improve product quality; decrease costs and
risk; maintain or improve compliance; and make strategic, data-driven business decisions.
Headquartered near Washington, D.C., with offices in Seattle, London, and Beijing, InfinityQS was
founded in 1989 and now services more than 2,500 clients—from the smallest to the world’s leading
manufacturers—including Ball Corporation, Boston Scientific, Graham Packaging, and Medtronic.
For more information, visit www.infinityqs.com.
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